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1. The S-VV AD

The code of S-VV AD is publicly available and can be found in github.com/IIT-PAVIS/S-VVAD.

For two different video segments, examples of dynamic images, class activation maps (CAMs) [3] and masks, which are generated during the training of S-VVAD, are given in Figure 1. For both of the video segments, the panelist in the middle is the one who is speaking while others are not speaking.

2. Qualitative Results on Columbia Dataset [2]

Figure 2 and 3 show example localization results corresponding to persons, which were correctly detected as speaking and not-speaking, respectively. Given that trained Fully Convolutional Network (FCN) takes dynamic images as the input, we show the localization results by imposing them on the corresponding dynamic images.

These results show that S-VVAD is able to differentiate the body motion of the speakers and non-speakers. Some activities resulting in body motion are gesticulating, changing the head pose, opening a bottle, drinking, note taking, etc. Additionally, S-VVAD is able to distinguish body motions from the background motion occurring due to camera movement.

3. Qualitative Results on Modified Columbia Dataset

In Figure 4, example localization results obtained when S-VVAD was applied to Modified Columbia dataset are shown. The localization results (red for not-speaking, green for speaking) were imposed on the middle RGB video frame (recall that one dynamic image is obtained from 10 consecutive RGB video frames). Additionally, in that figure, we plotted the predicted bounding boxes (red for not-speaking, green for speaking), which were correctly detected given the ground-truth (intersection-over-union (IoU) > 0.5, see main paper for more detail).

As seen, there are some cases (columns 6, 7, 11 and 12), which the localization was performed correctly, (i.e., S-VVAD was able to detect the body motion associated with speech activity correctly) but the predicted bounding boxes were not plotted. This is because the predicted bounding boxes do not supply the IoU rule applied. For all other cases, VAD and corresponding localization were correctly performed.

4. Qualitative Results on RealVAD Dataset [1]

Experiments on RealVAD dataset [1] includes the cross-dataset analysis which is: training the S-VVAD with the whole Modified Columbia dataset (i.e., the images are composed of two or three persons) and testing the trained S-VVAD on the entire video frames of RealVAD dataset [1]. On the other hand, the baseline method [1] \textit{i}) was trained and tested on RealVAD dataset (same-set analysis) while both training and testing images include a single person at a time and \textit{ii}) was trained on Columbia dataset (i.e., the images composed of single person) and tested on RealVAD dataset’s images composed of single person. These experiments are illustrated in Figure 5.

Following that, the localization results of the S-VVAD for the aforementioned cross-dataset analysis are also given in Figure 6. Even though there is a domain gap between Modified Columbia and RealVAD datasets, the results show that S-VVAD is able to localize the body motion of the speakers and non-speakers as well as being able to distinguish body motions from the background motion, e.g., the ones occurring when the person(s) in the back-row moves.
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Figure 1. Images obtained during the training of the S-VVAD: dynamic images, class activation maps, and masks. The black, white and grey pixels of the generated masks correspond to the background, speaking and not-speaking, respectively.
Figure 2. Example localization results (in green) for the persons (implying the body motion belong to a person) correctly detected as speaking when S-VVAD was applied to Columbia dataset.
Figure 3. Example localization results (in red) for the persons (implying the body motion belong to a person) correctly detected as not-speaking when S-VVAD was applied to Columbia dataset.
Figure 4. Example localization results (red for not-speaking, green for speaking) imposed on the middle RGB video frame (left). The corresponding predicted bounding boxes (red for not-speaking, green for speaking), which are correctly detected (right). All these results were obtained when S-VVAD was applied to Modified Columbia dataset.
Figure 5. Experiments on RealVAD dataset [1]. Baseline refers to the method in [1].
Figure 6. Example localization results (red for not-speaking, green for speaking) imposed on the middle RGB video frame for the participants having VAD ground-truth for that specific video frame. All these results were obtained when S-VVAD was applied to ReadVAD dataset within cross-dataset setting (see text for details).